Conventional lens stops, implemented with an absorptive physical aperture, have an angle-dependent projection that introduces field dependent loss and reduces diffraction-limited resolution. Retro-telephoto lenses obtain uniform response using aberration vignetting, but this results in low wide-angle resolution and significant lens volume. However, an angle-independent "virtual" aperture can be created by total internal reflection (TIR) from a thin low index layer inside the lens. We apply this to monocentric wide-angle imaging and find a simple relationship between the filtering layer index and radius and the resulting lens F/#. We provide two detailed designs of lenses with 12 mm focal length and a F/2.5 TIR stop, one using a low index adhesive within a solid fixed-focus lens, the other using an air cavity within an adjustable focus lens. We show the designs provide absolutely uniform resolution and light collection over an angle range of 84°and 106°, respectively, resulting in a dramatic improvement of both light collection and angular resolution per unit volume over conventional wide-angle lenses.
INTRODUCTION
The irradiance in Gaussian thick lens imaging has the wellknown cosine-fourth drop-off with field angle θ, and most multielement lenses suffer some corresponding degree of apodization [1, 2] . The source of the cos 4 θ drop-off may be thought of as a product of an extrinsic cosθ factors indicating the energy of an object/image oriented at an angle relative to the chief ray, and three cosθ factors arising from the solid angle subtended by the entrance/exit pupil: the cosθ projection of the pupil and two cosθ factors from the distance to the pupil. Some wide-angle lenses, including the retro-telephoto structure used in some "fisheye" lenses, introduce pupil aberration (aberration vignetting) and a near telecentric geometry to minimize field apodization. However, such lenses tend to be bulky and have limited aperture and angular resolution, especially at extreme field angles [3] .
Monocentric (MC) lenses, which are composed entirely of concentric hemispherical optical surfaces, can focus an object plane at an arbitrary distance onto a spherical image surface [4] . The lens geometry enables compact wide-angle lenses with wellcorrected aberrations, including spherochromatism [5] . The chief ray in such MC imagers is normal to the image surface, and the image surface is curved to maintain a constant distance between the pupil and image, eliminating three of the cosθ factors. However, if the lens has a conventional aperture stop at the center of symmetry, it still suffers the remaining internal cosθ apodization. The spherical image can be coupled to conventional (flat) focal planes by regional relay imaging [6] , and locating the aperture stop in the image relay can eliminate the remaining cosθ factor to produce a highly uniform field. This solution is incompatible with the more compact imagers enabled by using either a directly illuminated spherical image sensor or planar sensors coupled through the spherically polished input face of straight or curved optical fiber bundles [7, 8] as a nonimaging equivalent to a spherical image sensor.
However, the MC lens geometry allows for a novel approach to stray light control, replacing the physical aperture with total internal reflection (TIR) from a curved interior surface. Unlike a conventional light absorptive aperture, a TIR "virtual" aperture is concentric with the field illumination angle and so eliminates the remaining cosθ apodization factor. The concept of using total internal reflection as an aperture stop has previously been proposed in a specific "extreme" 0.98 NA catadioptric MC lens [9] . This design used a spherical internal surface bordering on a thick internal air cavity, with an internal convex spherical image sensor that created a central obscuration and restricted the field of view. In this paper, we describe a more widely applicable approach for stray light control using thin internal reflective surfaces. In these designs, the low index material behind the TIR surface is followed by another high index material. Minimizing the thickness of the low index volume minimizes the resulting aberration of light in the regions near the transmission/reflection transition. This structure is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which compares a MC singlet lens with a conventional aperture, and a modified two-element lens that uses an oversized conventional aperture but provides an angleindependent (fixed diameter) aperture stop using TIR from a thin spherical air gap. Figure 2 provides examples of virtual aperture stop dependence on the radius of the TIR filtering surface, indicating a design space that can trade off between light collection and aberration correction.
In the following, Section 2 provides an analysis of the relationship between the design parameters and the resulting F#. Section 3 and 4 provide two specific lens designs to demonstrate feasibility for manufacturable lens systems: a "monolithic" cemented lens using low index adhesive to accomplish the TIR filtering, and a lens with a thin spherical air gap to maximize the uniformity over a wide field of view. Section 5 provides a comparison of this approach with a conventional retro-telephoto wide-angle lens.
MC LENS ANALYTICAL RAY TRACING
MC lenses are constructed from the sequence of concentric spherical surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3 . When one of these surfaces is used to create an aperture stop via TIR filtering, it is possible to derive a simple expression for the F/# resulting from the radius of the filtering surface and index of the filtering volume. Considering an axial beam ray entering the MC lens of focal length f at height H , and using angles, radii, and indices as defined in Fig. 3 , then
where AO is the radius R 1 of the front surface. From the refraction law,
From triangle ABO and the law of sines in trigonometry, we have AO∕ sinα 2 BO∕ sinα 0 1 and
or sinα 2 sinα
Using Eqs. (1) and (2), we have
and sinα
We find sinα i1 at the i 1th surface using mathematical induction. Let us choose Eq. (5) for the sinα 2 as a "base step." At the inductive step, we assign the value of sinα i based on Eq. (5) by replacing the variable surface-number-dependent subscripts for n 2 R 2 with the more general n i R i :
Hence from the refraction law,
From triangle CDO we have
Hence We obtain Eq. (11) for sinα i1 , which conforms to the general rules of variable subscripting applied in Eq. (7). Hence mathematical induction proves Eq. (7) as a general form for sinα i in MC lens analytical ray tracing. In other words, because substitution of subscripts i with 2 in Eq. (7) gives Eq. (5), the general procedure of ray tracing to the next surface, shown in Eqs. (7)- (11) , can in a stepwise process trace rays in the MC lens beginning from surface 2 (for which we found the value of α 2 by an independent procedure).
In the MC-TIR lens architecture, we want to create a TIR at the inner border of the high index meniscus (surface i 1, shown by a blue line, intercepted at the height of the marginal ray at the TIR transition). This is separated from the central ball lens by a thin layer either of low index medium, which may be a relatively low index adhesive or an air gap (Fig. 3) . As drawn, beyond this surface is a perfectly spherical element. In general, the lens may have additional hemispherical meniscus elements, or even depart from the MC lens symmetry, as the optical design dictates.
In general, for the TIR-filtered marginal ray,
where f is the lens focal length. Using Eq. (11) for the marginal ray, we have
For the internal meniscus radius (of the TIR "virtual" stop surface),
To get TIR at the filtering surface we require sinα i1 , as shown in Eq. (13) , to obey
where n i2 is the refraction index of filtering media. Equation (15) gives, for a MC lens operating in air (n 1 1)
Reducing the refraction index n i2 of the filtering media increases the filtering radius and, as we will see later, also provides a larger vignetting-free field of view. In the case of a lens which is made without internal air gaps (i.e., using an optical cement as the filtering media), we prefer to use the lowest readily available index.
For example, Norland NOA1315 UV-cure adhesive has N d 1.315. In this case the filtering radius R i1 is
In the case when the TIR filtering occurs at a thin air gap (n i2 1), the filtering surface radius is
In Eqs. (17) and (18), the refractive index of the meniscus layer immediately before the filtering surface cancels, and the radius of the TIR filtering surface depends only on the MC lens F# and focal length F. This means the choice of the optical material of this meniscus may be based on secondary constraints including chromatic aberration correction. But TIR is dependent on a high-to-low index transition, and designs with a large index transition will provide a more compact transmission aperture. As the index of the meniscus lens before the filtering medium is reduced, the virtual stop transition radius expands until it reaches the radius of the meniscus lens. At this point the marginal ray no longer intersects the filtering media, and Eqs. (17) and (18) cannot be applied. So while the refraction index of this meniscus cancels in Eqs. (17) and (18), it still must be higher than the refraction index of the internal filtering media. This is not difficult to satisfy; in the case of the NOA1315 adhesive, all optical glasses have refraction index higher than 1.315, so in practice Eqs. (17) and (18) can be used without restriction.
Given a focal length and filtering media index, the aperture in such "virtual stop" imagers is defined by the radius of the filtering media interface. As in any lens, the aperture value represents a design choice reflecting the tradeoff between light collection, depth of field, geometric aberrations, and diffraction.
SOLID LENS USING LOW INDEX ADHESIVE TIR VIRTUAL STOP
As a first design example, we set a constraint that the MC-TIR lens contain no internal air spaces, even before the focal plane. Such solid "monolithic" fixed-focus lenses enable highly shockresistant imagers, making this a standard optics design challenge [10] . We chose a 12 mm focal length to allow comparison with the previously designed and tested high-resolution wideangle lenses [4, 5] . In those prototype fiber-coupled MC imagers, the wide-angle spherical image surface has been coupled to a single full-frame focal plane by a curved fiber taper [8] or to multiple CMOS focal planes by an array of straight fiber bundles [7] . The spatial resolution is limited by the 2.5 μm fiber pitch in current bundles, so we want the lens to provide good contrast at 200 lp/mm on the spherical image surface and over the visible light spectrum. This is readily accomplished with the F# 2.5 and 12 mm focal length MC lens based on a conventional aperture stop, but the new goal is to implement this lens with a virtual aperture stop.
Using NOA1315 as the TIR filtering medium, Eq. (17) yields a 1.825 mm filtering radius value, so the lens is designed around a 3.64 mm diameter solid ball core. A search of the MC lens design space [5] resulted in the solution shown in Fig. 4 and the optical prescription shown in Table 1 . The common optical cement NOA61 was used to cement all surfaces other than the TIR filtering gap. The taper will be cemented on the outer meniscus. So a thin 10 μm thick NOA61 layer was applied to the outer meniscus in the optical prescription in Table 1 .
The glass in this design has total mass of only 17 g, not including the (comparable volume and weight) optical fiber and color CMOS sensor assembly. This type of imager requires direct contact between the fiber bundle and back-side illuminated CMOS focal plane, so IR and UV spectral filtering is done using angle-independent color absorption glasses rather than a potentially angle-dependent dielectric coating on a planar cover. The IR spectrum is absorbed by the front BG40 meniscus, and the UV is absorbed by the rear GG435 mounting meniscus. The same glasses have been used in previous MC prototype lenses. Both color filter glasses BG40 and GG435 are not listed in the ZEMAX catalog, and so we had the index of samples measured by refractometer, yielding the Schott formula coefficients for BG40 glass and Sellmeier coefficients for GG435 glasses shown in the Table 2 . The overall visible band spectrum weighting for lens optimization and image analysis increased from 50% at 430 nm to 100% at 500 nm, then dropped from 100% at 550 nm to 70% at 600 nm, to 18% at 650 nm, with IR weighted just 3% at 700 nm.
Some aspects of the ZEMAX [11] sequential ray tracing and modeling use the definition of a physical stop. Marginal rays are defined as rays traced through edges of the physical stop. While it is possible to impose a physical stop at the TIR filtering surface and use multiple configurations, we found it more effective to model the TIR lenses using nonsequential tracing in Photon Engineering's "FRED" lens design software [12] . FRED calculates Fresnel transmission coefficients at each surface, including TIR reflection. The result is shown in Fig. 5 . TIR filtering with F# 2.5 occurs for all rays at the surface with a 1.825 mm radius, closely matching the first-principles calculation of Section 2. The design incorporates an oversized physical (absorptive black paint) stray light baffle on the rear edge of the front meniscus lens, ending at the edge of the central ball, to block nonsequential paths of rays traveling with a very high aperture. At the 42°f ield angle the marginal ray in the tangential plane meets the physical baffle and vignetting begins. At the 60°field angle shown in Fig. 5 , vignetting affects both the upper and lower parts of the beam.
To understand the impact of the virtual stop on light collection, the lens can be modified with the addition of a conventional F/2.5 physical stop at the center. Transmission at normal incidence is unchanged, but this introduces the conventional cosine loss at larger field angles. Figure 6 shows the relative illumination curves for the TIR and conventional stop MC lens and for a classical thin paraxial lens, showing significant improvement at all angles, including above the 42°angle where vignetting begins in the TIR lens.
The TIR cutoff to light transmission is not perfectly abrupt. The minimum thickness necessary to maintain TIR is determined by coupling of evanescent field [frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)] across a gap that approaches the skin-depth penetration of the electromagnetic field. The transmission can be accurately determined by treating the gap as a thin film and using Maxwell's equations [13] . In the lens design above, the TIR surface is formed by the low index (N d 1.315) NOA1315 Figure 7 shows transmission for this glass combination as a function of adhesive gap thickness, measured in wavelengths of the incident light. Even for the TIR angle (the worst case for FTIR transmission), an adhesive layer of only two wavelengths thickness is enough to prevent measureable transmission. For our visible wavelength lens, a gap larger than 1 μm is sufficient. For glass substrates separated by an air gap, the index discontinuity shown in [13] , a 1.5 μm air gap is sufficient to prevent FTIR.
To constrain aberrations at the edge of the virtual pupil, it is important to keep filtering media as thin as practical (as shown in Fig. 8 ). Fortunately, optical cement NOA1315 has a low viscosity (15 cps). We have used such low viscosity adhesives in our fiber-coupled CMOS sensor assemblies [7] and found that a glass-to-sensor gap of less than 2 μm can be repeatably achieved. We hope to demonstrate that such values can be used in practical MC-TIR lens prototypes. For this design example, we used a slightly more conservative 5 μm thickness. We chose a core glass N-LAH83 and outer TIR filtering gap glass N-LASF46B with a thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) that differed by only 0.8 ppm/°C. The assembly tolerances of centration and center gap are comparable to MC lenses we have had fabricated (by multiple suppliers) and verified by testing. The lenses described in [4, 5, 7, 8] were ground and assembled by Optimax, whose specified tolerances were 50 μm centration and 0.25 μm center thicknesses.
The transverse ray aberration plot for the solid lens is shown in Fig. 9 . At 95% of the pupil, aberrations are under 5 μm, then grow at the TIR transition area (see Fig. 8 ). The solid TIR lens nominal performance for the visible light is a tightly confined diffractional impulse response (Fig. 10, left) , with a submicrometer full width at half maximum within a 2.5 μm overall diameter envelope. This means that due to the Fresnel reflection coefficients, the TIR transition area contains insufficient energy to significantly impair image quality. Further reduction of the filtering media thickness from 5 to 2 μm would reduce the peak-to-valley aberration from 33 to 5 μm, but this may not measureably improve the as-fabricated image resolution. The lens modulation transfer function (MTF) shown in Fig. 10 indicates high resolution within the vignetting-free field, with an amplitude of 0.42 at 200 lp/mm, versus the 0.66 diffraction limit. MTFs of the lens with virtual and physical aperture stops 
WIDE-ANGLE-INVARIANT LENS USING AIR CAVITY TIR STOP
The limit to the vignetting-free field of view in the solid lens, visible in Fig. 5 , was that the diameter of the transmitted image beam at the center of the MC lens was comparable to the diameter of the central ball. Vignetting begins at a field angle of 42°, when the marginal ray touches the sag of the adjacent meniscus. Equation (18) shows that reducing the refraction index of the filtering medium will increase the ratio between the diameter of the central ball and the diameter of the beam, yielding perfectly uniform light collection and resolution over a larger field of view. In the solid lens example above, the filtering media was adhesive with refraction index 1.315. Replacing this with an air gap increases by 1.315 × the central ball diameter needed to maintain the specified F/2.5 aperture, increasing the field of view. Figure 12 and Table 3 show the layout of a second MC design example, with the same 12 mm focal length and F/2.5,
This lens is designed to operate in a wide spectrum band, with a color or monochrome focal plane. The overall visible spectrum weighting for lens optimization and image analysis was 0.25 at 430 nm, 0.7 at 450 nm, and unity from 500-650 nm. For this lens the spectrum also included IR weighting of 0.9 for 700 nm light, falling to 0.8 at 800 nm, 0.45 at 900 nm, and 0.08 at 1 μm. This is consistent with the responsivity of a backilluminated CMOS focal plane, where the uncorrected UV spectrum has been absorbed using a Schott GG435 color glass filter as the mounting meniscus (in contact with the spherical focal surface). The lens can be refocused from infinity to a 500 mm object distance by axial translation of the central group relative to the mounting meniscus [4] . The core glass N-LASF36 and outer TIR filtering gap glass N-LAH79 had a TCE that differed by 0.36 ppm/°C to ensure stability of the air gap within a 0 to 50°C temperature range.
The resulting vignetting-free full field of view is significantly increased over the solid lens. The air-gap lens diffraction PSF and MTF are shown in Fig. 13 . Figure 14 shows the diffraction MTF plot for 0°, 53°, and 60°field angles, demonstrating the perfectly uniform light collection and image response within a 106°full field of view. At angles above 53°vignetting begins, slowly increasing with field angle. Figure 15 shows the extremely uniform relative field illumination graph for the F/2.5 air-gap virtual stop lens, compared to the field illumination of an identical lens modified by addition of a conventional F/2.5 physical aperture stop at the center, as well as an ideal thin singlet lens of the same 12 mm focal length. At a 70°field angle, the TIR air-gap lens (Fig. 15 ) provides better performance than the TIR solid glass lens (Fig. 6) . At larger field angles, vignetting begins in the air-gap TIR lens at the N-LASF43 element edge, resulting in a rapid fall-off in relative illumination. The aperture of the N-LASF43 element was chosen to provide a 1 mm internal gap between the outer meniscus lens edges. However, polishing the flat edges would allow a closer space between outer meniscus lenses, yielding an even higher relative illumination curve.
VIRTUAL STOP VERSUS CONVENTIONAL WIDE-ANGLE LENSES
Several architectures of conventional lenses have been developed specifically to provide uniform wide field imaging. Both retro-telephoto fisheye lenses, and double meniscus anastigmats like Topogons, can be designed to operate with a field of view comparable or larger than MC lenses [14] . The large residual aberrations of Topogon lenses limit the achievable aperture, however, and high operational F/# lenses cannot be directly compared with MC lenses in terms of light collection or resolution. However, retro-telephoto fisheye lenses can be designed with larger apertures, and can also be designed as telecentric in image space. Such telecentric lenses eliminate one of the classic cosine-fourth losses in field illumination, the one associated with tilted incident principal ray angle at the image plane. Pupil aberrations contribute an additional improvement in field illumination of fisheye lenses, by increasing the entrance pupil size near the field edge [15] . To compare the MC-TIR designs to these architectures, we started with the ZEMAX "ZEBASE" library fisheye lens, #F005 and scaled the focal length from 21.3 mm to F 12 mm, then reoptimized with a F/2.5 aperture while enforcing telecentricity. The optimized lens is shown in Fig. 16 , along with the airgap and solid glass MC-TIR lens, including a representative curved fiber bundle that has been used to couple a 124°f ull field of view spherical image surface to a conventional Research Article full-frame focal plane [8] The fisheye lens is some 10x longer than the MC-TIR lenses, even including the fiber bundles. The weight of the glass elements in this fisheye is 1.8 kg, while the MC lens element weight is only 17 grams. In this fisheye lens, the diameter of entrance pupil increases toward the edge of the field due to pupil aberration. For 60°f ield, the entrance pupil in the sagittal direction is 1.2 × larger than for axial light, while in the tangential direction the pupil is compressed by a factor of only cos (42°). Combined with the image-space telecentricity in image space, this yields the highly uniform field illumination curve shown in Fig. 17 , nearly as high as the MC-TIR lens. This comparison is still incomplete, however, as it omits angular resolution. The MC-TIR lens which resolves 350 lp/mm at the MTF contrast 0.2 over the full field, while this fish-eye resolves 130 lp/mm on-axis and 100 lp/mm at 60°. The spatial sampling in fiber-coupled imaging systems is limited by the >2 μm fiber pitch, but is still sufficient to take advantage of the virtual stop MC lens resolution as well as light collection.
CONCLUSION
This paper provides the concept, analysis, and two design examples of wide-angle MC lenses operating with a TIR "virtual" stop. These lenses can provide high image quality with perfectly uniform response over a significant range of angles. Using an internal air gap as the TIR surface yielded the broadest angleinvariant response of 106°, with >90% transmission over the 126°currently collected onto a single full frame focal plane using curved fiber bundles. In this paper we demonstrated designs of MC virtual stop lenses with a generally useful F# of 2.5, but designs with lower F#'s are also possible. Correction of spherochromatism will be more challenging with lower F# lenses, which may limit the operational spectrum to the visible or NIR. While wide-angle fisheye lenses can provide similar uniformity over these and wider angles, the MC-TIR lens offers this performance in a dramatically smaller physical volume. So the choice of the architecture based on consideration of cost, image quality, and field illumination performance leads to the MC lens solution.
Our current effort is directed to the fabrication and testing of a MC imager using an air-gap virtual stop. The fabrication and assembly tolerances of the elements within the two design examples are typical of our previously tested MC lenses. The adhesive-filled gap should be accomplished with standard assembly techniques, and if necessary, the minimum gap can be defined using index-matched microsphere spacers mixed into the adhesive, a technique used in liquid crystal displays. A 5 μm precision internal air gap is not part of a standard lens assembly. One concern is that TIR could be frustrated by contamination with an environmental fluid could fill the gap, but this should be prevented by sealing the gap after assembly via a high viscosity adhesive. Future experimental results will demonstrate the effectiveness (or lack thereof ) of these methods. A second challenge is in lens optimization. Design with a virtual stop aperture is challenging because the excellent automated lens optimization methods embodied in sequential ray tracing programs do not provide accurate results on weighted light transmission near the TIR edge, while the accurate analyses of programs like FRED do not support iterative optimization. Our longer-term goal is to develop an analytic optimization methodology for this class of lenses, similar to the global [4] or systematic [5] optimization of MC lenses with a conventional stop. This will be applied to expand the vignetting-free field angle and extend the focal length of fabricable lens systems. That said, the virtual stop appears to offer opportunities for high performance wide-field imaging.
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